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We study the time-dependent effect of Markovian readout processes on Majorana qubits whose parity degrees of freedom are converted into the charge of a tunnel-coupled quantum dot. By applying a recently established effective Lindbladian approximation [Kiršanskas, Franckié, and Wacker, Phys. Rev. B 97, 035432 (2018); Mozgunov and Lidar, Quantum 4, 227 (2020); Nathan and Rudner, arXiv:2004.01469], we obtain a completely positive and trace preserving Lindblad master equation for the combined dot-qubit dynamics, describing relaxation and decoherence processes beyond the rotating-wave approximation. This approach is applicable to a wide range of weakly coupled environments representing experimentally relevant readout devices. We study in detail the case of thermal decay in the presence of a generic Ohmic bosonic bath, in particular for potential fluctuations in an electromagnetic circuit. In addition, we consider the nonequilibrium measurement environment for a parity readout using a quantum point contact capacitively coupled to the dot charge.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the pursuit of reliable and scalable qubits, Majorana bound states (MBSs) have received a substantial amount of attention in the previous decade [1–5]. Using zero-energy Majorana states, non-Abelian many-body braiding statistics could be implemented [6–13], and quantum information may be encoded in nonlocal degrees of freedom which are robust to local noise [1,8,13–20]. Several physical Majorana platforms have been proposed and studied over the years [8,21–32]. Experiments aiming to verify the presence of MBSs have so far focused primarily on measuring zero-bias conductance peaks [33–40] and the fractional Josephson effect [41–43]. These phenomena represent key physical effects of zero-energy Majorana end states in one-dimensional (1D) topological superconductors [8,22,23,44–46]. However, despite providing necessary indicators, and with the benefit of readily being experimentally accessible even in the coherent transport regime [47], neither zero-bias peaks nor unconventional Josephson relations have so far provided conclusive evidence for the presence of MBSs [48–58]. The ultimate goal thus remains to demonstrate non-Abelian braiding statistics, see also Ref. [59].

The crux of the latter problem may be solved by developing a reliable readout procedure for the fermion parity of a MBS pair. Indeed, whereas braiding Majoranas locally in space is very challenging from an experimental perspective, see also Refs. [9,60], alternative schemes have been proposed which simulate braiding purely through parity measurements [19,61–63]. In order to read out the parity of a MBS pair, however, parity has to be converted to a physically observable quantity, such as flux, charge, or capacitance [64]. This paper focuses on the perhaps simplest Majorana qubit, called the Majorana box qubit (MBQ) [18,19], see Fig. 1. The twofold degenerate ground state of the MBQ is spanned by the parities of MBS pairs in a system where one has four MBSs with constant total parity. As depicted in Fig. 1 and detailed in Sec. II, one can read out the parity of a MBS pair for any initially prepared qubit state by tunnel-coupling a quantum dot to the respective two MBSs on the island, since this parity in general will affect the outcome of a dot charge measurement [10,18,19,65].

However, a successful readout crucially relies on the total parity in the combined dot-MBQ system being constant over
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a sufficiently long measurement time. This means that (i) the readout device itself should not exchange particles with the dot-MBQ system and (ii) the decoherence due to the readout should be fast compared to decoherence caused by external noise sources which do affect the total parity. Previous theoretical studies of measurement-induced decoherence in Majorana qubits [18,19,66–69] have analyzed related questions but without taking into account the detailed quantum dynamics of the dot and thereby, in particular, neglecting quantum backaction effects [70]. In this paper, we propose and study a flexible and powerful theoretical approach which can ultimately provide a unified and quite realistic description of the parity-to-charge conversion process and the corresponding readout dynamics in such a topologically protected system.

In the main Secs. II and III of this work, we discuss how a solely capacitively coupled environment representing the readout device causes a prepared quantum state of the dot-MBQ system with fixed total parity to decohere in time. To describe the decay dynamics, in Sec. II, we derive a Markovian quantum master equation [71–76] for the reduced density operator, $\rho(t)$, describing the dot and the two coupled Majorana states. To achieve this, we employ a recently established [77–79] effective Lindbladian approximation. Unlike the common secular approximation [75,76], this approximation retains nontrivial effects due to the coupling of coherence and population dynamics, i.e., off-diagonal elements of $\rho$ in the local energy eigenbasis couple to diagonal elements, see also Ref. [80]. Moreover, unlike, e.g., the Wangsness-Bloch-Redfield approximation [71,72,81], this scheme is guaranteed to yield completely positive trace-preserving (CPTP) dynamics [73,74]—an essential requirement for a physical, probabilistic interpretation of the reduced density matrix $\rho(t)$. As we are particularly interested in decoherence, i.e., the decay of off-diagonal elements of $\rho(t)$, this approximation is particularly well suited here. In contrast to previous works [18,19,66–69], our approach is able to capture quantum backaction effects on the MBQ system since the quantum dynamics of the dot fermion is taken into account.

Experimentally relevant estimates for relaxation and decoherence rates in this dot-MBS system will be derived for two different types of measurement environments in Sec. III. The first is a thermal bath of bosonic modes [82,83], for which we discuss electromagnetic potential fluctuations in an electric circuit as a concrete example. This case also accounts for the fact that even if the measurement process does not provide the experimentalist with any information, the mere coupling to the measurement device already leads to decoherence due to the inevitable noise in the measurement apparatus. Second, as an example for a nonequilibrium environment that does provide information about the system state, we consider a voltage-biased, capacitively coupled quantum point contact (QPC) acting as a dot-charge sensor [84–87]. In the outlook Sec. IV, we then lay out how future work can extend this analysis to a quantitative description, taking into account also other relaxation mechanisms. Such mechanisms could possibly involve particle exchange such as quasiparticle poisoning. The paper closes with some concluding remarks in Sec. V. Finally, we note that technical details have been delegated to two Appendices.

II. KEY CONCEPTS OF MBQ READOUT

A. Model

The MBQ device of interest is depicted in Fig. 1. It consists of two topological superconductor nanowires [22,23], hosting altogether four zero-energy MBSs at their ends, and an effectively spinless, single-level quantum dot tunnel-coupled to two of the nanowire ends. With the superconducting bridge, the two nanowires form a single floating island subject to Coulomb charging effects. We assume that on the island, the superconducting gap is so large that the influence of quasiparticles and subgap (Andreev) states beyond MBSs can be neglected. The low-energy Hamiltonian then reads

$$H = H_0 + H_B + H_I,$$

(1)

$$H_0 = \epsilon n_d + \sum_{i=1,2} \gamma_i (\lambda_i d - \lambda_i^* d^\dagger),$$

(2)

$$H_I = \sqrt{3} \gamma \varphi.$$  

(3)

The Hamiltonian $H_0$ describes both the local coherent dynamics of the dot, with level position $\epsilon$, occupation number operator $n_d = d^\dagger d$, and fermionic annihilation operator $d$, and of the two tunnel-coupled MBSs. The latter are described by Majorana operators, $\gamma_i = \gamma_i^\dagger$, with anticommutation relations $\{\gamma_i, \gamma_j\} = 2\delta_{ij}$. The amplitudes $\lambda_1, \lambda_2$ for tunneling between dot and $\gamma_i$ are, without loss of generality, parametrized by the real-valued quantities $\lambda, a, \phi$,

$$\lambda_1 = \lambda \geq 0, \quad \lambda_2 = a \lambda e^{i\phi}, \quad 0 \leq a \leq 1.$$  

(4)

Importantly, the phase difference $\phi$ is controllable by, e.g., a variable magnetic flux inside the loop constituted by the tunneling links and the superconducting backbone. As we show in Sec. II B, one can tune this phase to split the energies of the MBQ in such a way that it is possible to read out the MBQ state. For this to work, however, we furthermore require that the charging energy of the superconducting island is large enough to constrain the total fermion parity of the MBQ, $(-1)^{\epsilon + \varphi}$, where $n_{L/R} = \int_{L/R} f_{L/R} \varphi$ denotes the occupation of the left/right fermionic state with $f_{L/R} (\gamma_{L/R}^\dagger + \gamma_{L/R})/2$. We assume Coulomb valley conditions such that all other charge states of the superconducting island in Fig. 1 cost a large excitation energy at least of the order of the charging energy of the island [18,19].

The term $H_B$ in Eq. (1) describes the environment, e.g., representing a measurement device, and $H_I$ is a capacitive coupling between the dot charge and the environment. Concrete implementations of $H_B$ and the specific degrees of freedom, $\varphi$, coupling to the dot charge via $H_I$ are discussed in Sec. II C. In general terms, the dimensionless coupling constant $g$ in $H_I$ is determined by the ratio between a capacitive interaction energy, $E_{\text{int}}$, and a model-specific reference energy, $E_{\text{ref}}$. We require that this reference energy is large in comparison, $0 < E_{\text{int}}/E_{\text{ref}} \ll 1$, such that $g \ll 1$ quantifies a weak system-environment coupling, justifying a perturbative expansion in $H_I$. Furthermore, we here only consider environments $B$ which are quadratic in field operators, and that are effectively bosonic from the point of view of the fermions in the dot-MBQ system. As detailed in Sec. II C, this case includes, for example, photons in a thermal electromagnetic environment.
as well as the effective bosonic modes originating from the Coulomb interaction between the dot charge and the local electronic charge density in a fermionic environment.

B. Readout principle and fidelity

To explain the readout principle for the MBQ state in concrete terms, in the following, we always consider the sector with even total parity, where the total parity of the superconducting island is assumed to be conserved during the entire measurement. In this case, the MBQ has two basis states, \( |0_L0_R\rangle \) with \( n_L = n_R = 0 \) and \( |1_L1_R\rangle \) with \( n_L = n_R = 1 \). Given this total-parity constraint, the readout principle and its fidelity rely mostly on the fact that fermionic parity is exchanged through the tunnel couplings between the dot and the tunnel-coupled left Majorana pair, corresponding to \( \gamma_1 \) and \( \gamma_2 \) in Fig. 1. Importantly, the full Hamiltonian (1) conserves the joined parity of the dot and these two MBSs,

\[
s = (-1)^{n_L+n_R}.
\]

We next observe that due to the presence of the phase \( \phi \) in the tunneling amplitudes (4), eigenstates of the dot-MBQ system Hamiltonian \( H_0 \) (defined in the absence of the environment) in general have different energies for \( s = +1 \) and \( -1 \). Denoting the eigenstates of \( H_0 \) by \( |p, s\rangle \), with \( p = \pm \), we have

\[
H_0|p, s\rangle = E_{p, s}|p, s\rangle, \quad E_{\pm s} = (\epsilon \pm E_s)/2,
\]

\[
E_{\pm s} = \sqrt{\epsilon^2 + 4\lambda^2(1 + a^2 + 2a \sin \phi)}.
\]

Since \( s \) is a conserved quantity, an initial MBQ state with \( s = +1 \) will dynamically relax towards a stationary state with \( s = +1 \) when coupled to the measurement device. By Eq. (6), this stationary state has an energy different from the energy of the state to which an initial state with \( s = -1 \) relaxes. In addition, also the average dot occupation number,

\[
\langle n_d \rangle = \frac{d\langle H \rangle}{d\epsilon},
\]

depends on this energy difference in the long-time limit. This fact ultimately enables one to read out the parity number \( s = \pm 1 \) via measurements of the dot charge, see Eq. (7), or via its quantum-capacitive effect \( \sim -d^2\langle H \rangle/d\epsilon^2 \), see Ref. [19].

Suppose now that the dot is initially empty, \( n_d = 0 \), and the MBQ has been prepared in the initial state

\[
|\psi_0\rangle = a_0|0_L0_R\rangle + \beta_0|1_L1_R\rangle,
\]

with complex-valued coefficients \( a_0 \) and \( \beta_0 \) subject to \( |a_0|^2 + |\beta_0|^2 = 1 \). In general, the initial state of the combined dot-MBQ system thus corresponds to a superposition of states with different values of \( s = \pm 1 \). Since the energies (6) of the system depend on \( s \), decoherence due to the coupled bath representing the measurement device should relax the reduced density matrix of the dot-MBQ system, \( \rho(t) \), to the stationary limit according to

\[
\rho(\infty) = \lim_{t\to\infty} \rho(t) = \begin{pmatrix}
|a_0|^2\rho_{ss=+} & a_0\beta_0^*\rho_{sc} \\
\alpha_0^*\beta_0\rho_{cs} & |\beta_0|^2\rho_{ss=-}
\end{pmatrix}.
\]

The diagonal blocks here describe the density matrix projected to the respective subspace with parity \( s = \pm 1 \), while the off-diagonal part \( \rho_{sc} \) describes coherences between both parity sectors. The steady-state distributions, \( \rho_{ss=+} \) and \( \rho_{ss=-} \), may in practice be distinguished by measuring \( \langle n_d \rangle \) or \( d\langle n_d \rangle/d\epsilon \), averaged over some time interval. In this way, one performs a projective measurement of the initial MBQ state, where \( s = +1 \) \((s = -1)\) occurs with probability \( |a_0|^2 \) \((|\beta_0|^2)\). Once the dot is effectively decoupled from the MBSs by adiabatically adjusting \( \epsilon \) towards the limit of zero occupation \( n_d = 0 \), one knows that the MBQ state equals \( |0_L0_R\rangle \) \((|1_L1_R\rangle\) if \( s = +1 \) \((s = -1)\) has been measured.

To better understand the fidelity and limitations of this readout, Fig. 2 shows the dependence of \( \langle n_d \rangle \) on the dot level energy \( \epsilon \), as determined by Eq. (7) for the ground states corresponding to the energies \( E_{s=\pm} \). We observe that for \( \epsilon/\lambda \neq 0 \), the ground states in the \( s = \pm 1 \) sectors can be distinguished by measuring the charge on the dot. If the system is instead prepared in a thermal state,

\[
\rho_{st} = \frac{1}{Z_t} \sum_{p=\pm} e^{-\beta E_p}|p, s\rangle\langle p, s|,
\]

with Eq. (6) and \( \beta = (k_B T)^{-1} \), the curves in Fig. 2 would flatten towards \( \langle n_d \rangle = 1/2 \) as temperature is increased. Evidently, a charge readout of the dot can still measure \( s = \pm 1 \) provided that the system has thermalized at a sufficiently low temperature.

We note that for a more general environment, the long-term limit need not be represented by a thermal distribution. Nevertheless, as long as the dot charge \( -d\langle H \rangle/d\epsilon \) and/or, depending on the setup, its quantum capacitance \( -d^2\langle H \rangle/d\epsilon^2 \), differ for \( s = +1 \) and \( s = -1 \), the value of \( s \) may in principle still be distinguished if the system decoheres to a block-diagonal state as in Eq. (9).
By developing a Lindbladian master equation for the above model, we show in Sec. II E below that block-diagonal relaxation similar to Eq. (9) does indeed generically happen. The missing ingredient for arriving at this master equation is— as covered in Sec. II C below—a physical specification of the environment, $H_B$, and its coupling to the dot, $H_I$. A key advantage of the jump operator approximation established in Refs. [77–79], and summarized in Sec. II E, is that we may simply write down the master equation once we have determined the environmental correlation function,

$$B(t) = \langle \varphi(t)\varphi \rangle.$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

This correlator is defined with respect to the initial state of the bath before the measurement begins, where $\varphi(t) = e^{iH_Bt}\varphi e^{-iH_Bt}$ is taken in the interaction picture. We note that this procedure directly works only for a vanishing linear moment, $\langle \varphi(t) \rangle = 0$. For $\langle \varphi(t) \rangle \neq 0$, the linear moment needs to be time-independent, $\langle \varphi(t) \rangle = \langle \varphi \rangle$. In that case, one can remove the linear moment, $\varphi \rightarrow \varphi - \langle \varphi \rangle$, by a shift of the dot energy, $\epsilon \rightarrow \epsilon + \langle \varphi \rangle$, in Eq. (1). As this shift does not introduce an explicit time dependence, the effective Lindbladian approximation in Sec. II E will still apply upon using the bath correlator

$$B(t) = \langle [\varphi(t) - \langle \varphi \rangle][\varphi - \langle \varphi \rangle] \rangle$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

instead of Eq. (11).

C. Physical realizations of environments

Let us now precisely formulate the physical systems representing the readout device. As announced in Sec. I, we consider two different cases. The first is an Ohmic thermal bath of bosonic modes. This can be seen as a simple phenomenological model for the effects of a measuring apparatus on the dot-MBQ system, such as capacitive noise due to voltage fluctuations in the electronic circuit coupled to the dot, see Fig. 3. A bosonic bath can, however, also be taken at face value, as a microscopic model of thermal relaxation of the system which will invariably be present due to charge couplings with the environment. The second addressed case is that of a nonequilibrium measurement environment, formed by two voltage-biased electronic leads coupled by a QPC. Since the QPC is also capacitively coupled to the dot, see Fig. 4, the QPC transmission is affected by the Coulomb interaction with the dot. By monitoring the conductance through the QPC, one can thereby measures the dot charge and hence the parity $s = \pm 1$.

1. Thermal bath of bosons

Let us first consider a bosonic environment in thermal equilibrium. This model is useful both for describing the inherent decoherence due to electromagnetic radiation, but also as a simple phenomenological model for understanding the dynamics of the system under a generic readout. The environmental Hamiltonian,

$$H_B = \sum_q \omega_q (b_q^\dagger b_q + \frac{1}{2}),$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

in this case consists of noninteracting bosons characterized by quantum numbers $q$ and energies $\omega_q$, where $b_q^\dagger$ and $b_q$ are the corresponding creation and annihilation operators. We assume that the dot charge capacitively couples to these bosons,

$$H_I = \sqrt{g_0} \varphi, \quad \varphi = \sum_q (M_q b_q^\dagger + M_q^* b_q).$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

The bath operator $\varphi$ is determined by the mode-dependent coupling energies $M_q$. The small dimensionless coupling constant $g$, which we have introduced in Eq. (1), is physically related to the ratio of the capacitive interaction energy, $E_{int}$, of the dot-environment coupling and the typical frequency $\omega_0$. 

![FIG. 3. Schematic circuit representing a typical electromagnetic environment. The dot-MBQ system (S) is capacitively coupled to the environmental inductance and resistances. The resulting potential $\varphi$ on the capacitor $C$ enters as a charge coupling in the Hamiltonian (18).](image)

![FIG. 4. Schematic Majorana parity readout using a quantum point contact (QPC) connecting two voltage-biased leads. The dot-MBQ system capacitively couples to the QPC through a mutual capacitance $C_m$ between the charge density in the QPC and the charge on the dot. This coupling decoheres the dot-MBQ system and perturbs the potential that the QPC feels, leading to a parity-dependent shift of the conductance through the QPC.](image)
of the environmental oscillators, \( g = g(E_{\text{int}}/\omega_0) \). The spectral density associated with the coupling is assumed to be Ohmic with some cutoff function \( C(\omega, \omega_c) \) determined by a cutoff frequency \( \omega_c \) (where \( \omega_c \approx \omega_0 \)),

\[
J(\omega) = \sum_{q} |M_q|^2 \delta(\omega - \omega_q) = \omega C(\omega, \omega_c) .
\]  

(15)

An Ohmic spectral density occurs in many different scenarios \([82,83]\), including, e.g., the capacitive coupling of the system to an electromagnetic transmission line \([76]\). The precise form of the cutoff function \( C \) depends on the physical nature of the bath, as we further discuss below. At this stage, it is only relevant in so far as it will regularize integrals at high frequencies in what follows.

The initial density operator of the bath, \( \rho_B \), taken before the dot couples to the environment at times \( t \geq 0 \), is assumed to be thermal, \( \rho_B = e^{-\beta H_B}/Tr(e^{-\beta H_B}) \). The expectation value \( \langle \rho(t) \rangle \) with respect to \( \rho_B \) thus disappears by virtue of Wick’s theorem for any odd number \( N \) of bath operators, with \( \langle \rho(t) \rangle = e^{iHt} \rho e^{-iHt} \). As stated above and detailed in Sec. II E, the relaxation of the dot-MBQ system then only depends on the auto-correlation function,

\[
B_{th}(t) = \langle \rho(t) \rho(0) \rangle = \int_{0}^{\infty} dv J(v)[e^{ivt} n_B(v) + e^{-ivt} (n_B(v) + 1)],
\]

(16)

with the index “th” indicating the case of a thermal bath. Equation (16) derives from the vanishing two-point correlators \( \langle b_{q}^+ b_{q} \rangle = \langle b_{q}^+ b_{q}^\dagger \rangle = 0 \), and the occupations \( \langle b_{q}^+ b_{q} \rangle = \langle b_{q}^+ b_{q}^\dagger \rangle = 1 = n_B(\omega_q) \), with the Bose-Einstein distribution, \( n_B(\omega) = (e^{\beta \omega} - 1)^{-1} \). The relaxation of the dot-MBQ system is then determined by the Fourier transform of Eq. (16),

\[
B_{th}(\omega) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} dt \ B_{th}(t)e^{i\omega t}
= \frac{\pi}{2} \omega C(\omega, \omega_c) \left[ \coth \left( \frac{\omega}{2k_B T} \right) + 1 \right].
\]

(17)

To obtain physically meaningful estimates for \( g \) and for the cutoff function \( C \), we next observe that in many situations of practical interest, the dominant bosonic reservoir is represented by the electromagnetic modes in the electric circuit connected to the dot-MBQ system. In such cases, the specific form of \( g \) and \( J(\omega) \) may often be derived from the electrodynamical properties of the equivalent classical circuit. As a specific example, consider the case sketched in Fig. 3, where the dot-MBQ system is placed in an LC circuit and couples through the voltage drop \( \varphi / e \) over the capacitor \( C \) to the bath. The interaction Hamiltonian may then be written as

\[
H_I = n_d \varphi.
\]

(18)

In thermal equilibrium, the correlation function \( B(t) = \langle \rho(t) \varphi \rangle \) may be calculated by using the Kubo formula and the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. The impedance of the circuit in Fig. 3 is given by

\[
Z(\omega) = \left( \frac{1}{R_2} + \frac{1}{R_1 + i\omega L} + i\omega C \right)^{-1}.
\]

(19)

and \( B(\omega) \) follows as (see also Ref. [83])

\[
B_{LC}(\omega) = e^{2} \omega \text{Re}(Z(\omega)) \left[ \coth \left( \frac{\omega}{2k_B T} \right) + 1 \right].
\]

(20)

Rescaling \( \varphi \rightarrow \sqrt{\hbar} \varphi \) in Eq. (18) and \( B_{LC}(\omega) \rightarrow B_{LC}(\omega)/g \) in Eq. (20), this expression matches the general result for a thermal bosonic bath with Ohmic spectral density in Eq. (17), where the coupling constant \( g = g_{LC} \) and the bath cutoff frequency \( \omega_c \) are given by

\[
g_{LC} = \frac{e^{2}}{2C_{a} \omega_{LC}}, \quad \omega_c = \omega_{LC} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{LC}},
\]

(21)

and \( \omega_{LC} \) is the LC resonance frequency of the circuit in Fig. 3. As expected, the dimensionless small system-bath coupling, \( g_{LC} \), follows as the ratio between the capacitive interaction energy, \( E_{int} = e^{2}/2C \), and the reference energy set by the LC resonance frequency, \( E_{int} = \omega_{LC} \). Equation (20) predicts a cutoff function \( C(\omega) \), with \( \omega_c = \omega / \omega_c \), of the form

\[
C(\omega) = \frac{4}{\pi} \left( \frac{\omega_2 + \frac{\omega_1}{1+i\omega_0} + \omega_2 \left( 1 - \frac{1}{\omega_1 + i\omega_0} \right)^2 \right.
\]

(22)

with \( \omega_{1,2} = (R C_{a} \omega_{LC})^{-1} \). Evidently, \( C(\omega) \) approaches a constant for \( \omega_c \rightarrow 0 \) but decays \( \propto 1/\omega_2^2 \) for \( \omega_c \rightarrow \infty \). This limiting behavior is characteristic for a Lorentzian cutoff function.

2. QPC detector

Next we consider a measurement apparatus defined by a QPC that weakly couples together two voltage-biased electronic leads, see Fig. 4. The QPC is also capacitively coupled to the dot charge. This coupling mechanism in turn affects the QPC transparency, and hence the measured conductance through the QPC. One can thereby perform a readout of the parity \( s = \pm 1 \) in Eq. (5). As explained above, the outcome of this measurement also determines the eigenvalue of the MBS parity operator \( i\gamma_1 \gamma_2 \).

To good accuracy, the setup in Fig. 4 can be modeled by \([84-87]\)

\[
H_B = \sum_{k: \ell=L,R} \epsilon_{k}\epsilon_{k}^\dagger c_{\ell k} c_{\ell k}^\dagger, \quad H_I = \sqrt{\hbar} \varphi, \quad \varphi = E_{int} \varphi.
\]

(23)

The bath here corresponds to the left and right electronic leads together with their mutual coupling via the QPC. The Hamiltonian \( H_B \) contains the annihilation (creation) operators \( \epsilon_{k}^\dagger \) for electrons in single-particle eigenstates of the combined lead-QPC-lead system. The corresponding eigenenergies, \( \epsilon_{k} \), are labeled by the wave vector \( k \) and the index \( \ell = L, R \). This index specifies whether the scattering state originates from the left or the right lead. The bath operator \( \varphi \) in Eq. (23) contains the local electron density operator \( \hat{\rho} \) in the small (essentially pointlike) region representing the central QPC region, with volume \( V \). We assume that the capacitive interaction between \( \hat{\rho} \) and the dot charge represents the dominant coupling between the QPC and the dot-MBQ system, see also Appendix A. The corresponding interaction energy, \( E_{int} = 2e^{2}/(C_{m}V) \), is determined by the mutual dot-QPC capacitance \( C_{m} \) per volume \( V \), where the factor 2 accounts for the electron.
spin. To justify the weak-coupling approximation, $g \ll 1$, the energy $E_{\text{int}}$ must be small compared to a reference energy $E_{\text{ref}}$. The latter energy is obtained from the following analysis.

We assume that scattering states originating from the left/right lead thermalize according to Fermi-Dirac distributions with equal temperatures, $T_L = T_R = T$, but different chemical potentials, $\Delta \mu = \mu_L - \mu_R \gg 0$. This potential bias induces a stationary charge current across the QPC. The envisioned readout relies on the fact that the capacitive coupling of the QPC to the dot affects the QPC transparency, and hence the current response to the potential bias depends on the dot occupation [84–86]. As detailed in Appendix A, the bath correlators describing the time-dependent effect of this readout on the dot-MBQ system are obtained by expressing $\hat{p}$ in terms of the operators $c_{L,k}$ and $c_{L,k}^\dagger$. We find a time-independent linear moment, $\langle \psi(t) \rangle = \langle \psi(0) \rangle \neq 0$. As pointed out in Sec. II B, one can absorb $\langle \psi(0) \rangle$ by a shift of the dot level energy $\epsilon$. The Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function (12) is then found as

$$B_{\text{QPC}}(\omega) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} dt B_{\text{QPC}}(t) e^{i\omega t}$$

$$= \pi \sum_{\ell, \ell' = L, R} J_{\ell' \ell}(\omega) \left[ \coth \left( \frac{\omega + \Delta \mu_{\ell' \ell}}{2k_B T} \right) + 1 \right],$$

(24)

with the lead-dependent spectral densities

$$J_{\ell' \ell}(\omega) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} d\Omega \Gamma_{\ell' \ell}(\Omega + \mu_{\ell' \ell} - \omega, \Omega + \mu_{\ell' \ell} + \omega)$$

$$\times \left[ n_F \left( \Omega - \frac{\Delta \mu_{\ell' \ell} + \omega}{2} \right) - n_F \left( \Omega + \frac{\Delta \mu_{\ell' \ell} + \omega}{2} \right) \right],$$

(25)

where we use the Fermi-Dirac distribution, $n_F(\omega) = (e^{\omega/T} + 1)^{-1}$, the lead-averaged chemical potentials $\mu_{\ell' \ell} = (\mu_L + \mu_R)/2$, and the potential differences $\Delta \mu_{\ell' \ell} = \mu_{\ell'} - \mu_{\ell}$. The coupling function

$$\Gamma_{\ell' \ell}(\omega, \omega') = E_{\text{ref}}^2 \sum_{k' k} | \langle \ell' k' | D_k \ell \rangle |^2 \delta(\omega - \epsilon_k) \delta(\omega' - \epsilon_{k'})$$

(26)

describes how the QPC scatters electrons from lead $\ell'$ with energy $\omega'$ into lead $\ell$ with energy $\omega$. In Appendix A, we explicitly evaluate Eq. (26) for the case of 1D leads with the QPC approximated by a $\delta$-peak potential. In general, $\Gamma$ scales with the energetic densities of states in the respective lead, $D_k = D(\epsilon = \mu_k)$, and with the typical transmission coefficient $\tau$ of the QPC, $\Gamma \sim \tau^2 (E_{\text{ref}} D_k)(E_{\text{ref}} D_{\ell'})$. A small coupling $g$ can then be realized in two different ways: The first is to have low QPC transparency $\tau \ll 1$, as set by precise implementation of the QPC. Alternatively, one needs a reference scale $E_{\text{ref}}$ that is small compared to $1/D_{L,R}$ but at the same time large compared to the capacitive energy $E_{\text{int}}$, thus leading to $g = (E_{\text{int}}/E_{\text{ref}})^2 \ll 1$ according to Eq. (23). Physically, this corresponds to either a relatively low density of states or to a large mutual capacitance $C_m V$.

To understand how $\Gamma_{\ell' \ell}$ in Eq. (25) behaves as a function of $\Omega$, and hence how it enters the spectral densities $J_{\ell' \ell}$, we note that the Fermi functions in Eq. (25) will effectively restrict the support of the integrand to the window

$$- \frac{\omega + |\Delta \mu_{\ell' \ell}|}{2} < \Omega < \frac{\omega + |\Delta \mu_{\ell' \ell}|}{2}.$$  

(27)

Under the assumption that the applied voltage bias and any internal energy scale determining the QPC transparency (e.g., a potential barrier height) are much smaller than the average chemical potential with respect to the band bottom of the leads, $\Delta \mu_{\ell' \ell} \ll \mu_{\ell' \ell}$, we can distinguish two limits, namely the cases $|\omega| \ll \mu_{\ell' \ell}$ and $|\omega| \gg \mu_{\ell' \ell}$. For small frequencies, $|\omega| \ll \mu_{\ell' \ell}$, the coupling profile $\Gamma_{\ell' \ell}$ in Eq. (25) can be assumed $\Omega$-independent within the region (27) where the integrand has significant support, $\Gamma_{\ell' \ell} \sim (E_{\text{ref}} D_k(\mu_{\ell' \ell}))^2 \sim (E_{\text{ref}}/\mu_{\ell' \ell})^2$, with the average chemical potential $\mu_0 = (\mu_L + \mu_R)/2$. We here assumed a form of the density of states as appropriate for a 1D electron gas with $\Delta \mu_{\ell' \ell} \ll \mu_{\ell' \ell}$, where one finds $D_k(\mu_{\ell' \ell}) \sim 1/\mu_{\ell' \ell}$. For large frequencies, $|\omega| \gg \mu_{\ell' \ell}$, on the other hand, the coupling factor $\Gamma_{\ell' \ell}(\Omega + \mu_{\ell' \ell} - \omega/2, \Omega + \mu_{\ell' \ell} + \omega/2)$ in Eq. (25) is expected to decay as $1/|\omega|$ for most $\Omega$. One can rationalize this fact by noting that the density of states decreases, similarly to the case of a 1D Fermi gas, with $1/\sqrt{|\omega|}$ for sufficiently strong lateral electron confinement in the QPC. Importantly, to regularize Eq. (24) at high frequencies, we also need to account for the finite electronic bandwidth that eventually cuts off the integral.

To qualitatively include all the above-mentioned effects, we now set $E_{\text{ref}} = \mu_0/2$ with $\mu_0 = (\mu_L + \mu_R)/2$ and introduce an exponential cutoff. We thus consider the simplified coupling function

$$\Gamma_{\ell' \ell}(\Omega + \mu_{\ell' \ell} - \omega, \Omega + \mu_{\ell' \ell} + \omega) \to \frac{1}{4} \frac{e^{-|\omega|}}{|\omega|^2},$$

(28)

with $\omega_{\ell} \approx \mu_0$. The dimensionless coupling constant introduced in Eq. (1) then equals

$$g = (2E_{\text{int}}/\mu_0)^2,$$

(29)

where $E_{\text{int}} = 2e^2/(C_m V)$. The weak-coupling assumption holds for $E_{\text{int}} \ll \mu_0$. For a quantitatively more precise calculation, one can resort to a specific QPC model as shown, e.g., in Appendix A, followed by a numerical evaluation of Eq. (25).

Here we proceed by inserting Eq. (28) into Eq. (25). We then obtain an Ohmic spectral density with a potential shift and an exponential cutoff,

$$J_{\ell' \ell}(\omega) \to \frac{1}{4} (\omega + \Delta \mu_{\ell' \ell}) e^{-|\omega|}$$

$$\Delta \mu_{\ell' \ell} \ll \mu_0 \frac{\omega + \Delta \mu_{\ell' \ell}}{4} e^{-|\omega|}.$$

(30)

Using this result in Eq. (24), summing over $\ell, \ell' = L, R$, and comparing the result to Eqs. (15) and (16), we observe that $B_{\text{QPC}}(\omega)$ becomes a lead average of bosonic bath correlators in thermal equilibrium, $B_{\text{ref}}$ in Eq. (17),

$$B_{\text{QPC}}(\omega) = \frac{2B_{\text{ref}}(\omega) + B_{\text{ref}}(\omega + \Delta \mu) + B_{\text{ref}}(\omega - \Delta \mu)}{2}.$$  

(31)

with the potential bias $\Delta \mu = \mu_L - \mu_R$.

In summary, Eq. (31) states that the readout procedure represented by the potential gradient $\Delta \mu$ manifests itself analogously to the capacitive noise of thermal fluctuations. For $\Delta \mu \gg T$, and when lead-state energy differences $-\Delta \mu < \omega$, 
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ω < Δμ are most relevant for the readout, this contribution to the bath noise and to the relaxation of the dot-MBQ system becomes dominant. In this regime, we show in Sec. III B 2 that Δμ plays the role of an effective temperature for the decay rates. In the opposite high-temperature limit, T ≫ Δμ, the dynamics instead represents a purely thermal decay due to the two leads, B_{QPC} ≈ 2B_R. However, the readout may still work if the dot charge, and hence the QPC conductance, depends on the final MBQ state, and thus on the parity of the initial MBQ state.

D. Mapping to spin-boson model

In this section, we show that our model (1) is intimately related to the celebrated spin-boson model, which is a paradigmatic model for describing the dissipative dynamics of two-level quantum systems [83]. To that end, we first observe that the joined parity s in Eq. (5) is conserved for the model in Eq. (1),

\[ H, s \equiv 0, \quad s = (-1)^{s_B+s_F}\phi. \]  

Our system, defined by the dot and the two coupled MBSs, can be described in terms of two different two-level systems which are both coupled to a common bosonic bath. Below, we make this connection explicit. The dynamical properties of the spin-boson model have been thoroughly studied in the past [83,88–91]. In contrast to those studies, we here encounter two copies of the spin-boson model, corresponding to the parity eigenvalues s = ±1, respectively. The dynamics of coherences between those two subsectors then represents the quantity of most interest. Note that such coherences do not violate parity superselection rules [92–94] since they comply with total parity conservation once the parity (−1)^s_B of the uncoupled Majorana pair is accounted for.

Introducing the auxiliary Majorana operators \( \eta_{1,2} \) for representing the dot fermion, \( d = (\eta_1 + i\eta_2)/\sqrt{2} \), we first define the Pauli operator algebra

\[ \tilde{\sigma}_x = -i\gamma_1 \eta_1, \quad \tilde{\sigma}_y = i\gamma_1 \eta_1, \quad \tilde{\sigma}_z = -i\eta_1 \eta_2. \]  

Next we write the parity operator (5) as \( s = -\gamma_1 \gamma_2 \eta_1 \eta_2 \) in order to express Eq. (1) as

\[ H = -\frac{1}{2}(\epsilon + \sqrt{g\phi})\sigma_z - \frac{\Delta_1}{2}\sigma_x + H_B, \]

\[ \Delta_{\text{neq} \pm 1} = 2\lambda \sqrt{1 + a^2 + 2 a \sin \phi}, \]

where we use the rotated Pauli operators

\[ \sigma_{x,y,z} = e^{i\theta_x,\theta_y,\theta_z} \tilde{\sigma}_x e^{-i\theta_x,\theta_y,\theta_z}, \]

\[ \theta_z = -\frac{1}{2} \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{a \cos \phi}{s + a \sin \phi} \right). \]  

We note that a constant energy shift has been neglected in Eq. (34), along with the term \( \sqrt{g\phi}/2 \). Indeed, upon averaging over the bath degrees of freedom, the last term yields a contribution \( -n_d(\varphi(t)) \) up to order \( O(\sqrt{g\phi}) \). Since the average \( \langle \varphi(t) \rangle \) is time-independent for all environments considered here, see Sec. II C, such a contribution only generates a shift of \( \epsilon \) which can be calibrated away.

For \( \Delta_+ \neq \Delta_- \) in Eq. (34), the state system relaxes to the stationary limit (9) for standard reasons. In particular, since

the energies of the two blocks with \( s = \pm 1 \) do not match, there are no cancellations of dynamical phases in the off-diagonal entries of the density matrix. The large number of bosonic modes then implies that these terms will cancel out in the long-time limit. However, for \( \Delta_+ = \Delta_- \), the evolution of the off-diagonals blocks is identical to the diagonal blocks, and the long-time limit of the density matrix is instead given by

\[
\rho(t) \xrightarrow{t \to \infty} P_0 |0_d \rangle \langle 0_d | \psi_0 \rangle \psi_0 | + P_1 |1_d \rangle \langle 1_d | \psi_0 \rangle \psi_0. \]

where \( n_d \) is the occupation of the dot, \( P_{0,1} \) the probability to encounter \( n_d = 0, 1 \) in the readout, \( |\psi_0 \rangle \) has been specified in Eq. (8), and we use \( |\psi_0 \rangle = a_0 |0_d \rangle + b_0 |1_d \rangle \). Thus the dot occupation can be read out, but no information will be gained in this case. In fact, the final step of emptying the dot will simply restore the initial MBQ state.

E. Effective Lindbladian

We are now in a position to derive the quantum master equation governing the time evolution of the reduced density matrix, \( \rho(t) \), describing the dot-MBQ system under the influence of the dissipative environment. In general, a master equation describing a CPTP Markovian time evolution of \( \rho(t) \) can always be cast into Lindblad form [73–75],

\[ \dot{\rho}(t) = i[H_{LS} + H_0, \rho] + \sum_k \Gamma_k (L_k \rho L_k^\dagger - \frac{1}{2} [L_k^\dagger L_k, \rho]). \]

where the jump operators \( L_k \) describe dissipative transitions induced by the environment. The corresponding transition rates are non-negative, \( \Gamma_k \geq 0 \), thereby guaranteeing CPTP time evolution. Furthermore, the Lamb shift contribution appearing in the coherent part of the time evolution is captured by a Hamiltonian \( H_{LS} \). This term encodes system energy renormalizations due to the dressing of system operators by environmental modes. Such effects may even occur at zero temperature.

Conventional recipes for deriving Markovian master equations for open quantum systems, such as the Wangsness-Bloch-Redfield approach [71,72,81], in general do not result in master equations of Lindblad form and hence do not necessarily yield CPTP evolution. In contrast, the effective Lindbladian approximation, previously established in Refs. [77,78] and very recently put on a rigorous footing by Nathan and Rudner [79], automatically stipulates a Lindbladian form, and thus does away with such problems. In this section, we give a brief overview of this approximation and apply it to our model. In effect, the approximation prescribes a normalized transition rate \( \Gamma = 1 \) and a corresponding jump operator of the form

\[ L = \frac{\sqrt{g}}{2} \sum_{m,n} \sqrt{B(E_m - E_n)} |m \rangle \langle -\sigma_z | n \rangle | m \rangle \langle n |. \]

where \( B(\omega) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} dt \, e^{i\omega t} B(t) \). The states \( |n \rangle = |p, s \rangle \) are energy eigenstates of the system Hamiltonian \( H_0 \), see Eq. (6), and \( \sigma_z \) has been defined in Eq. (35), see also Appendix B for a
detailed discussion. The appearance of the square root of the Fourier transformed boson correlator (12) can be rationalized by noting that Fermi’s golden rule is then immediately recovered for the transition rates between eigenstate populations. While jump operators of the form in Eq. (38) have been suggested before [77], one of the central contributions of Nathan and Rudner [79] is to put this approximation on solid theoretical grounds by providing an error bound on \( \dot{\rho}(t) \). The approximation consists (i) of a familiar type of Markovian approximation, which is equivalent to the Wangsness-Bloch-Redfield approximation in the sense that both approaches share the same error bound \( \mathcal{E}_M \). However, Ref. [79] formulates (ii) another approximation that is not equivalent to the standard secular approximation [75,76] but nevertheless yields the desired Lindblad form of the master equation. Importantly, this second approximation has a different error bound, \( \mathcal{E}_L \), than the Wangsness-Bloch-Redfield approach. However, there exists a single quantity, \( \mathcal{E} \), which is larger than both \( \mathcal{E}_M \) and \( \mathcal{E}_L \), which serves as error bound for the effective Lindbladian approximation.

In order to derive Eq. (37), one starts from the Wangsness-Bloch-Redfield approximation which can be written as [71,72,75,81]

\[
\dot{\rho}(t) = \mathcal{D}_R(t)\rho(t) + \mathcal{E}_M,
\]

where \( \mathcal{E}_M \) is the error introduced by this approximation. The retarded dissipator is given by

\[
\mathcal{D}_R(t) = \int_{-\infty}^{t} dt' \Delta_1(t, t'),
\]

where the bath memory kernel superoperator, \( \Delta_1(t, t') \), is (in the interaction picture) defined by

\[
\Delta_1(t, t') = -\text{tr}_B[H(t), [H(t'), \mathcal{O}]].
\]

Here \( \text{tr}_B \) indicates a trace over the bath degrees of freedom. We note that the Born (weak-coupling) approximation has been used to derive Eq. (39). In the maximal eigenvalue norm, the error of the approximation may be bounded as [95]

\[
\|\mathcal{E}_M\| \leq 2g\Gamma \int_0^\infty dt |B(t)|,
\]

with

\[
\Gamma = g \int_0^\infty dt |B(t)|.
\]

The latter quantity serves as bound for the rate of change of the reduced density matrix in the maximal eigenvalue norm,

\[
\|\dot{\rho}(t)\| \leq \Gamma.
\]

Nathan and Rudner [79] also show that the Born approximation alone introduces an error of size \( \mathcal{E}_M/2 \), and thus, in a sense, is already equivalent to the full Born-Markov approximation, which accounts for an additional error bounded by \( \mathcal{E}_M/2 \). We note that this argument only holds true on short timescales, since small deviations in \( \dot{\rho}(t) \) may lead to very different long-time limits.

From the above starting point, one then derives the following bound [79]:

\[
\dot{\rho}(t) = \mathcal{L}(t)\rho(t) + \mathcal{E}_M + \mathcal{E}_L.
\]

This equation is of the Lindblad form, see Eq. (37), with the single jump operator \( \mathcal{L} \) in Eq. (38) and the rate \( \Gamma \) is 1. The Lamb shift contribution \( H_{LS} \) is discussed in Sec. III C below. The new error term, \( \mathcal{E}_L \), is bounded according to

\[
\|\mathcal{E}_L\| \leq 2g\Gamma \int_0^\infty dt dt' |h(t)||h(t')|,
\]

\[
h(t) = \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} d\omega \sqrt{\mathcal{B}(\omega)} e^{-i\omega t}.
\]

Moreover, one finds [79]

\[
\|\mathcal{E}_M\|, \|\mathcal{E}_L\| \leq \mathcal{E}, \quad \mathcal{E} = \eta \Gamma,
\]

where we define the dimensionless number

\[
\eta = 2g \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} dt dt' |h(t)||h(t')|.
\]

The effective Lindbladian approximation is then justified for \( \eta \ll 1 \).

We emphasize that the error bound \( \mathcal{E} \) is conservative. Taking, e.g., a thermal bosonic bath, the error bound diverges in the infinite-temperature limit owing to the presence of \( n_B(\nu) \) in Eq. (16), even though the Markovian approximation should be valid in this limit. Furthermore, \( \mathcal{E} \) tends to be at least an order of magnitude larger than \( \mathcal{E}_M \) in the cases considered below. For the numerical results shown in Sec. III, we have chosen model parameters in a conservative manner, such that \( \mathcal{E} \) is at most comparable to the slowest nonvanishing decay rate of the problem. However, we expect that the effective Lindbladian approximation remains accurate even when less conservative parameters are chosen. Moreover, since \( \mathcal{E} \propto g^2 \), the error bound can always be made arbitrarily small against the relevant relaxation and decoherence rates by reducing \( g \), since those rates already receive contributions \( \propto g \). We discuss the error bound in more detail in Sec. III B.1.

III. RESULTS

A. Results for generic environments

Making use of the effective Lindbladian approximation, see Eqs. (37) and (38), we obtain an explicit expression for the Liouvillian, \( \mathcal{L} \), that holds for an arbitrary bath correlation function \( B(\omega) \). Just as the Hamiltonian is a block-diagonal operator, the Liouvillian is a block-diagonal superoperator. We parametrize the reduced density matrix as

\[
\rho = \begin{pmatrix} \rho_+ & \rho_c \\ \rho^*_c & \rho_- \end{pmatrix}, \quad \rho_i = \begin{pmatrix} a_i & b_i \\ c_i & d_i \end{pmatrix}, \quad i = \pm, c,
\]

where the diagonal blocks \( \rho_i \) refer to the parity \( s = \pm 1 \) in Eq. (5). Noting that \( b_\pm = c_\pm \), the time evolution is given by

\[
\dot{\rho}_i(t) = e^{\mathcal{L}_i t} \rho_i(t = 0).
\]

We refer the reader to Appendix B for the explicit form of the superoperators \( \mathcal{L}_i \). Their complex-valued eigenvalues, \( \{\Lambda_i^j\} \), contain information about the rate of change in the corresponding density matrix block \( i \). Specifically, the respective decay rates are given by

\[
\Gamma^j_i = -\text{Re} \Lambda^j_i.
\]
For the diagonal blocks \((i = s = \pm)\), the problem is formally identical to a single spin-boson model, see Sec. II D. There is one zero eigenvalue, \(\Lambda_0^i = 0\), corresponding to the steady state reached at very long times. To lowest order in \(g\) and using Eq. (51), we obtain the decay rates describing the approach to the steady state,

\[
\Lambda_1^i = -g \frac{\Delta^2_{E_s}}{4E_s}(B(E_s) - B(-E_s)) + \mathcal{O}(g^3), \tag{52a}
\]

\[
\Lambda_{2,\pm} = -g \frac{\Delta^2_{E_s}}{8E_s^2}(\Delta^2_{E_s}(B(E_s) + B(-E_s)) + 4g^2B(0)) \pm iE_s + \mathcal{O}(g^2), \tag{52b}
\]

with \(\Delta_s\) in Eq. (34) and \(E_s\) in Eq. (6). For a parity readout of the dot-MBS system, these rates describe how fast the dot charge (or the quantum capacitance) will reach its final value at long times. The respective density matrix block in this long-time limit is determined by the kernel of \(\mathcal{L}_i\). For the diagonal block with \(s = \pm 1\), using the energy eigenbasis (6), we obtain

\[
\rho_s(\infty) = \frac{1}{A_s^+ + A_s^-} \left( \begin{array}{cc} A_s^- & -i\frac{g}{E_s} A_s^+ \\ i\frac{g}{E_s} A_s^+ & A_s^+ \end{array} \right), \tag{53}
\]

with the quantities

\[
A_s^\pm = \frac{\Delta^2_{E_s}}{4E_s^2}B(\pm E_s), \quad A_s^c = A_s^+ n_s^- - A_s^+ n_s^+, \]

\[
n_s^c = \frac{\Delta_s^2}{8E_s^2}(3\sqrt{B(\pm E_s)} - \sqrt{B(\mp E_s)}). \tag{54}
\]

In addition, to order \(\mathcal{O}(g)\), the steady-state expectation value for the dot occupation number in block \(s = \pm 1\) is given by

\[
\langle n_d(\infty) \rangle_s = \frac{1}{2} \left( 1 - |\sigma_s(\infty)|^2 \right) = \frac{1}{2} \left( 1 - \frac{\epsilon B(E_s) - B(-E_s)}{E_s B(E_s) + B(-E_s)} \right). \tag{55}
\]

Similarly, the respective saturation value for the quantum capacitance follows as \(\frac{1}{2} \langle n_d(\infty) \rangle_s\).

Finally, for the coherence block \((i = c)\), one finds only nonzero eigenvalues. Up to order \(\mathcal{O}(g^2)\) terms, with \(p_1, p_2 = \pm 1\), they are given by

\[
\Lambda_{c,p_1,p_2}^c = -9 \frac{\Delta^2_{E_s}}{2E_s^2}(A_{p_1}^c + A_{-p_1}^c + 2K^p) + ip_2 f^{p_1}, \tag{56}
\]

with the quantities \(A_{c}^\pm\) in Eq. (54) and

\[
K^c = \frac{g^2}{2E_s^2} B(0), \quad f^c = \frac{1}{2}(E_+ \pm E_-). \tag{57}
\]

We now proceed by illustrating these general formulas for the specific environments in Sec. II C.

**B. Results for specific environments**

One of the main results of this work is stated in Eq. (56), which yields the rates \(\Gamma_{c,p_1,p_2}^c = -\text{Re} \Lambda_{c,p_1,p_2}^c\) (with \(p_1, p_2 = \pm 1\)) governing the decay of quantum coherence shared by the two parity subblocks \(s = \pm 1\), see Eq. (5). Along with the (known) relaxation rates for the spin-boson model \([83]\), see Eqs. (52a) and (52b), these results allow one to obtain explicit estimates for the relaxation and/or decoherence timescales characterizing the dot-MBQ system coupled to a generic environment with the correlator \(B(\omega)\). In this section, we examine these results for the specific environments in Sec. II C.

**1. Thermal bath of bosons**

We begin with a bosonic bath in thermal equilibrium, see Sec. II C 1. For an Ohmic bath, the correlator \(B_\omega(\omega)\) is given by Eq. (17). We choose an exponential cutoff function, \(C(\omega, \omega) = e^{-|\omega|/\omega_c}\), where \(\omega_c\) is the bath cutoff frequency.

First, in order to obtain the dimensionless number \(\eta = \eta_h\), we have numerically computed the integrals in Eq. (48) as a function of \(k_BT/\omega_c\). The error bounds discussed in Sec. II E imply the condition \(\eta_h \ll 1\) for the effective Lindbladian approximation. Within the temperature range

\[
0.001 \omega_c \lesssim k_BT \lesssim 10 \omega_c, \tag{58}
\]

we find \(\eta_h < 100g\), with a broad minimum at \(\eta_h \approx 10g\) around \(k_BT \approx 0.1\omega_c\). For small system-bath couplings, say, \(g \lesssim 0.001\), we conclude that the effective Lindbladian approximation is safely controlled within the temperature window (58). The error bound \(\eta_h = \eta_h_{\text{th}}\), see Eq. (47), is then smaller than the predicted decay rates. The error bound may, however, become larger for either very low or very high temperatures. The case of very high temperatures has already been discussed in Sec. II E. Moreover, in the zero-temperature limit, one generally expects the Lindblad equation to break down [75,83]. However, let us also recall that this error bound is conservative, and the actual error introduced by the effective Lindbladian approximation may in fact be much smaller, see Sec. II E. Finally, we note that for the numerical calculation of \(\eta_h\), we have used a long-time integration cutoff \(t_{\text{max}}\) in Eq. (48), which physically corresponds to the total duration of the measurement. Sending \(t_{\text{max}} \to \infty\), one encounters a weak logarithmic divergence of \(\eta_h\), see also Refs. [78,79].

For the diagonal blocks \(\mathcal{L}_i\) with \(i = s = \pm 1\), we recover from Eqs. (52a) and (52b) the known thermalization rates of the spin-boson model to lowest order in the coupling \(g\) [83],

\[
\Gamma_{i,\text{th}}^c = \frac{\pi \Delta^2_{E_s}}{4E_s} e^{-\epsilon_{E_s}/\omega_c} \frac{\coth E_s}{2k_BT}, \tag{59}
\]

\[
\Gamma_{i,\text{th}}^c = \frac{1}{2} \Gamma_{1,\text{th}}^c + \frac{\pi g^2}{2E_s^2} k_BT. \tag{59}
\]

These rates tell us how quickly thermalization occurs, i.e., on which timescales the density matrix of the combined dot-MBS system will approach the thermal state in Eq. (10). Turning to the coherences between the \(s = +1\) and \(s = -1\) sectors, Eq. (56) yields the corresponding four decay rates to order \(\mathcal{O}(g)\). With \(p_1, p_2 = \pm 1\), we find

\[
\Gamma_{c,p_1,p_2}^c = \frac{\pi g}{8} \left[ \frac{\Delta^2_{E_s}}{2E_s^2} e^{-\epsilon_{E_s}/\omega_c} \frac{\coth E_{p_1}}{2k_BT} \right] + p_2 \right] + \frac{\Delta^2_{E_s}}{2E_s^2} e^{-\epsilon_{E_s}/\omega_c} \left[ \coth E_{-p_1} - p_1 p_2 \right] + \frac{\epsilon^2 (E_+ + p_1 E_-)^2}{E_s^2 E_s^2} k_BT. \tag{60}
\]
We use the parameters \( k_BT \) and \( \tau \) for a thermal bosonic bath. We show the four rates \( s \) for thermalization of the diagonal density matrix blocks with parity \( s = \pm 1 \), where blue solid (red dashed) curves are for \( s = +1 (s = -1) \). We use the parameters \( k_BT = \lambda = 0.01\omega_c, a = 1, \) and \( \phi = \pi/3 \).

Three of these rates approach a finite value as \( T \rightarrow 0 \) and therefore describe parity thermalization of the coupled dot-MBS system. However, the smallest rate, \( \Gamma_{\text{th}}^{\uparrow,\uparrow} \equiv \Gamma_{\text{th}}^{\uparrow,-,\uparrow} \), vanishes in the \( T \rightarrow 0 \) limit and corresponds to a dephasing rate for inter-parity quantum coherence. From Eq. (60), we find the low-temperature behavior

\[
\Gamma_{\text{th}}^{\uparrow,\uparrow}(T \rightarrow 0) \approx \frac{\pi g E_c^2}{8 E_c^2 E_c} k_BT. \tag{61}
\]

Figures 5–7 illustrate the above results. The decay rates in the diagonal sector, see Eq. (59), are shown in Fig. 5, while the decay of quantum coherence between the two parity sectors is shown in Fig. 6, see Eq. (60), and in Fig. 7. In Figs. 5 and 6, we show the respective rates at fixed temperature as a function of the ratio \( \epsilon/\lambda \) between the dot level energy \( \epsilon \) and the overall tunneling strength \( \lambda \). We observe that some of the inter-parity decay rates are of the same order of magnitude as the thermalization rates in the parity-diagonal sectors. These inter-parity rates also do not vanish in the \( T \rightarrow 0 \) limit and correspond to thermalization rates of the system. In the long-time limit, the smallest of the rates shown in Fig. 6 dominates the approach to the steady state. The dephasing rate in the off-diagonal parity sector, \( \Gamma_{\text{th}}^{\uparrow,\uparrow} \), is shown in Fig. 7 and vanishes according to Eq. (61) as \( T \rightarrow 0 \). Our results show that quantum coherence between different parity sectors can persist for long timescales at low temperatures.

We also note that in the long-time limit, the expectation value of the dot occupation number approaches the thermal equilibrium value. Indeed, Eq. (55) yields

\[
\langle n_d(\infty) \rangle_{s,\text{th}} = \frac{1}{2} \left[ 1 - \frac{\epsilon}{E_c} \tanh \left( \frac{E_c}{2k_BT} \right) \right]. \tag{62}
\]

This result holds for arbitrarily small (but finite) \( g \).

As concrete example for a thermal bosonic bath, we now consider the electromagnetic environment corresponding to the circuit in Fig. 3, where the bath correlator has been specified in Eq. (21). For instance, the first of the two thermalization rates in Eq. (59), for the diagonal sector with parity \( s = \pm \), is given by

\[
\Gamma_{\text{th}}^{\uparrow,\uparrow} = \frac{\pi g \Lambda^2}{4 \epsilon} \coth \left( \frac{E_c}{2k_BT} \right), \tag{64}
\]

with \( \Lambda \), in Eq. (34). Similarly, we find from Eq. (61) the low-temperature behavior of the dephasing rate for inter-parity quantum coherence,

\[
\Gamma_{\text{th}}^{\uparrow,\uparrow} \simeq g_{\text{LC}} \frac{\omega_{\text{LC}}}{\omega_{1,2}} \frac{\epsilon^2 (E_c - E_c)^2}{E_c^2 E_c^2} k_BT, \tag{65}
\]

with \( \omega_{1,2} = 1/(\Lambda C) \).
2. QPC detector

We next turn to the nonequilibrium environment corresponding to the QPC measurement setup shown in Fig. 4, see Sec. II C 2. For this QPC charge readout of the parity of the dot-MBQ state, the bath correlator is given by Eq. (31). For simplicity, we focus on the effect of the potential gradient \( \mu \), neglecting the purely thermal contribution to the QPC Foster equations, which on its own has already been studied in Sec. II C 1. For \( \mu \ll \omega_c \), we thus take the bath correlator responsible for the QPC charge readout as

\[
B_{\text{QPC}}(\omega) \approx \frac{\pi}{2} \sum_{p=\pm} |\omega + p\Delta\mu| \Theta(\omega + p\Delta\mu),
\]

where \( \Theta(x) \) is the Heaviside step function. Moreover, from Eq. (55), we obtain the average steady-state dot occupation number as

\[
\langle n_d(\infty) \rangle_s = \begin{cases} 
\frac{1}{2}(1 - \epsilon / E_s), & \Delta\mu < E_s, \\
\frac{1}{2}(1 - \epsilon / \Delta\mu), & \Delta\mu \geq E_s.
\end{cases}
\]

In order to read out the parity \( s = \pm 1 \), we evidently cannot have \( \Delta\mu \geq E_s \) for both values of \( s \). On the other hand, if \( \Delta\mu < E_s \) for both \( s \), the dependence on \( \Delta\mu \) drops out completely, resulting in the optimal case of maximum visibility. We illustrate the average steady-state dot occupation number in Fig. 9, where we observe that while the above \( T = 0 \) argument basically carries over to the finite temperature case, the sharp changes at \( \Delta\mu = E_s \), in Eq. (68) are smeared out by thermal fluctuations.

The smallest nonvanishing decay rate at \( T = 0 \) in the diagonal block with parity \( s = \pm 1 \) is then given by

\[
\Gamma_1^s = \frac{g^2}{4 E_s^2} \times \begin{cases} 
E_s, & \Delta\mu < E_s, \\
\Delta\mu, & \Delta\mu \geq E_s.
\end{cases}
\]

For the optimal visibility case with \( \Delta\mu < E_s \) for both values of \( s \), this result formally coincides with the smallest thermal rate at zero temperature, see Eq. (59). Importantly, the decay rate is then insensitive to the value of the potential bias \( \Delta\mu \).

By comparing this result to the thermal rate in Eq. (61), we observe that the potential bias plays the role of an effective temperature, as expected on general grounds [96]. In the opposite limit, \( k_B T \gg \Delta\mu \), the dephasing rate is basically described by the results in Sec. II C 2.

Figure 8 illustrates the dephasing rate \( \Gamma_1^s \) for the case of a QPC detector, as a function of both temperature and bias voltage. These results were obtained from Eq. (56). We first observe that at low temperatures, the dephasing rate increases with increasing potential bias. This behavior is expected because the potential bias acts as effective temperature. On the other hand, for \( k_B T \ll \Delta\mu \), the potential bias has little effect on the rate which now is dominated by thermal fluctuations. Next, we note that in the potential bias window where different parity states can be distinguished with good visibility, the time it takes to make a projective measurement of the parity \( s = \pm 1 \), is limited to a time of the order \( \tau_M \approx 10^6 / \omega_c \). On the other hand, the readout time is determined by \( \tau_R = \min_{s} 1 / \Gamma_1^s \), i.e., in terms of the decay rates in the diagonal sector. Now \( \tau_R \) is typically shorter than \( \tau_M \), which implies that if the system parameters are chosen such that the final state allows one to distinguish the two values of \( s \), the time \( \tau_M \) will effectively determine the readout time of the measurement. Finally, we note that from Fig. 9, one observes that for good visibility, one needs \( \Delta\mu \lesssim E_s \). This observation suggests that a readout procedure with an initially larger value

\[
\Gamma_1^s = \frac{g^2}{4 E_s^2} \times \begin{cases} 
E_s, & \Delta\mu < E_s, \\
\Delta\mu, & \Delta\mu \geq E_s.
\end{cases}
\]

This observation suggests that a readout procedure with an initially larger value

\[
\Gamma_1^s = \frac{g^2}{4 E_s^2} \times \begin{cases} 
E_s, & \Delta\mu < E_s, \\
\Delta\mu, & \Delta\mu \geq E_s.
\end{cases}
\]

This observation suggests that a readout procedure with an initially larger value

\[
\Gamma_1^s = \frac{g^2}{4 E_s^2} \times \begin{cases} 
E_s, & \Delta\mu < E_s, \\
\Delta\mu, & \Delta\mu \geq E_s.
\end{cases}
\]
of $\Delta \mu$ may be advantageous since in this manner one can speed up the off-diagonal decay. Subsequently using a smaller potential bias $\Delta \mu$, one can then maximize visibility.

C. Lamb shift

The Lamb shift can be thought of as a renormalization of the dot-MBQ energies by the bath modes. This renormalization does not contribute to decay rates but contributes to the system energies by the bath modes. This renormalization is obtained from Eq. (55) with Eq. (66), giving the potential bias $\Delta_1 \mu$.

In this section, we show that for $E_\pm \ll \omega_e$, $H_{LS}$ only causes an $s$-independent constant energy shift. As a consequence, the Lamb shift is not expected to affect the readout visibility for our dot-MBQ setups.

In the eigenbasis of $H_0$, defined by $H_0|p,s\rangle = (\xi + \xi(E_s)|p,s\rangle$ for $p = \pm 1$, see Eq. (6), the Lamb shift in the effective Lindbladian approximation takes the form [79,97]

$$H_{LS} = \frac{g_0 \omega_e}{8} \sum_{p,q,r,s} Z_{pq,s}Z_{qr,s}$$

$$\times \left[ Q\left( \frac{p-q}{2}, E_s \right) + Q\left( \frac{q-r}{2}, E_s \right) \right]|p,s\rangle\langle r,s|,$$

where $Q(\omega) = \frac{P}{\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} dv \frac{B(v)}{\omega - v}$, and $P$ denotes the principal part of the integral. Using the cutoff function $C(\omega)$ in Eq. (20) with $\omega_c = \omega_{LC}$, we find

$$Q(0) = \frac{\epsilon^2}{4C} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} d\tilde{\omega} C(\tilde{\omega}) = \frac{\epsilon^2}{4C} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} d\tilde{\omega} C(\tilde{\omega})$$

$$\times \left( \frac{\omega_c}{\omega_c + \frac{E_{2s}}{\omega_{LC}}} + \frac{\omega_c}{\omega_c - \frac{E_{2s}}{\omega_{LC}}} \right).$$

Using these expressions, we observe that the $s$ dependence drops out again in $H_{LS}$ in the parameter regime $E_\pm \ll \omega_e = \omega_{LC}$.

2. Lamb shift for QPC

For the QPC case, we find the Lamb shift

$$H_{LS} = \frac{g_0 \omega_e}{8} \sum_{p,s} \left[ 1 + \frac{\epsilon^2}{E_{2s}} \xi\left( \frac{\Delta \mu}{\omega_e} \right) + \frac{\Delta_1 \mu}{E_{2s}^2} \xi\left( \frac{E_s}{\omega_e} \right) \right] |p,s\rangle\langle p,s|,$$

where $\xi(x)$ has been defined after Eq. (74). As in the thermal case, in the limit $E_\pm, \Delta \mu \ll \omega_e$, the Lamb shift has no consequences for the parity readout.
IV. OUTLOOK

The model we have introduced provides a flexible framework, which may be adapted to study other experimental setups and dephasing mechanisms related to the parity-charge conversion process, see also Refs. [64,98]. Below we sketch possible extensions of our work that we find particularly interesting. However, a more detailed study of these points goes beyond the scope of this paper.

A. Dispersive readout

One could use our framework to model the effect of dispersive readouts of Majorana qubits [18,99]. To that end, we consider the electromagnetic environment shown in Fig. 3. To include the effects of the dispersive readout, however, one should explicitly include the driving fields into the model for the environment. This step will modify $B(t)$ significantly, leading to dephasing already at zero temperature. From this point on, our approach should then be applicable again. In particular, by calculating $\langle n_j T(\infty) \rangle_j$, one can obtain the impedance of the system, from which the resulting amplitude and phase shifts of the reflected signal corresponding to the values $s = \pm 1$ can be deduced.

B. Other dephasing mechanisms

Above, we have studied dephasing caused by the measurement circuit during the MBQ readout. In this section, we describe how intrinsic sources of dephasing can be included in the formalism. In particular, we discuss how the time evolution of the density matrix will be changed due to residual Majorana overlap integrals and/or because of quasiparticle poisoning effects.

When allowing for quasiparticles to relax to or be excited from the zero-energy MBS sector, we need, because of total parity conservation, an additional quantum number describing whether the quasiparticle sector has even or odd occupancy. The total parity of the MBSs and the quantum dot is given by

$$ p = -i\gamma_1 \gamma_2 \gamma_3 \gamma_4 \eta_1 \eta_2, $$

(77)

such that $p = \pm 1$ is the quantum number that keeps track of whether the quasiparticle number parity has changed. We can then define MBQ Pauli operators $s = (s_x, s_y, s_z)$ as

$$ s_x = \gamma_1 \gamma_2 \gamma_3 \gamma_4 \eta_1 \eta_2, $$

$$ s_y = \gamma_3 \gamma_4 \eta_1 \eta_2 = -i\gamma_1 \gamma_2 \eta_3, $$

$$ s_z = \gamma_1 \gamma_2 \eta_1 \eta_2 = i\gamma_3 \gamma_4. $$(78)

In a similar way, we can write the original Pauli operators $\bar{\sigma}_a$, see Eq. (33), as

$$ \bar{\sigma}_x = -i\gamma_1 \eta_2 = \gamma_2 \gamma_3 \gamma_4 \eta_1 \eta_2, $$

$$ \bar{\sigma}_y = i\gamma_1 \eta_1 = \gamma_1 \gamma_3 \gamma_4 \eta_1 \eta_2, $$

$$ \bar{\sigma}_z = -i\eta_1 \eta_2 = \gamma_1 \gamma_2 \gamma_3 \gamma_4. $$(79)

The two sets of Pauli operators commute, $[s_a, \bar{\sigma}_{a'}] = 0$ for all $a, a'$. 

1. Majorana overlaps

Dephasing of a Majorana qubit due to finite MBS overlaps has been studied before by Knapp et al. [100]. The Majorana overlaps introduce a Hamiltonian term of the form

$$ H_{\text{overlap}} = \sum_{i<j} t_{ij} i\gamma_i \gamma_j = s \cdot [p\mathbf{d}_1 + \bar{\sigma}\mathbf{d}_2], $$

(80)

where the real-valued vectors $\mathbf{d}_1 = (t_{34}, -t_{23}, t_{43})$ and $\mathbf{d}_2 = (t_{13}, t_{14}, t_{12})$ contain the overlap matrix elements $t_{ij}$. We observe that the MBS overlaps basically cause the Bloch vector of the MBQ to precess around an axis defined by the vectors $\mathbf{d}_1$ and $\mathbf{d}_2$. It is straightforward to include Eq. (80) in the coherent part of the Liouvillian, see Eq. (37). For a detailed discussion of the resulting physics, see Ref. [100].

2. Quasiparticle poisoning

We now consider quasiparticle poisoning caused by excitations out of the MBS ground state sector and/or by the relaxation of thermally generated quasiparticles into the MBS sector. We will assume that the timescales for these two processes are slow, in particular, much slower than relaxation within the quasiparticle continuum. Moreover, the timescale for the spatial equilibration of quasiparticles is also assumed to be much shorter than the typical time between subsequent poisoning events. These two assumptions imply that the quasiparticle distribution function is identical for all MBS positions. The Hamiltonian that describes the coupling between quasiparticles and MBSs is then given by [68]

$$ H_{qp} = H_F + H_R + H_{\text{pois}}, \quad H_F = \sum_k E_k \alpha_k^+ \alpha_k, $$

$$ H_R = \sum_q \alpha_q^+ b_q^+ b_q, \quad H_{\text{pois}} = \sum_{\alpha=1}^{4} \gamma_1 \sum_{qk} \Gamma_{iqk} \phi_q, $$

(81)

$$ \Gamma_{iqk} = v_{iqk} \alpha_k^+ - v_{iqk}^* \alpha_k, \quad \phi_q = b_q^+ + b_q, $$

where $\alpha_q$ are fermionic annihilation operators for above-gap Bogoliubov quasiparticles with energy $E_q$. Moreover, $b_q$ are annihilation operators for bosonic modes (phonons and/or electromagnetic modes) which mediate the coupling between the two fermionic subsystems, $\omega_q$ are boson energies, and $v_{iqk}$ are the coupling matrix elements. A key point is now that the quasiparticles have different distribution functions depending on the total quasiparticle number being even or odd. Of course, this statement only holds true for a finite system where parity is conserved, but for closed MBQs, this is indeed the case. The difference between the even and odd quasiparticle number sectors is only significant for temperatures $T \lesssim T^*$, where $T^*$ is the characteristic temperature at which the probability of having a single quasiparticle on the island approaches unity. This crossover temperature is inversely proportional to the volume $V_S$ of the superconductor and given by [36,68,101,102]

$$ T^* \approx \frac{\Delta}{k_B N_{\text{eff}}}, \quad N_{\text{eff}} = d_3 V_S \sqrt{2\pi k_B T \Delta}, $$

(82)

where $d_3$ is the density of states and $\Delta$ the pairing gap.

To take total parity conservation into account, we project the Hamiltonian (81) onto the sector with (say) total even
If coherent quasiparticle transfer between the wire ends is and (84b) we have neglected coherent transport of quasiparticle and MBSs onto the respective even and odd parity sectors, $P_{e/o} M^{\pm}$ and $P_{e/o}$. With $P_e = P_{e} P_{e} + P_{o} P_{o}$, the projected poisoning Hamiltonian becomes

$$P_{e} H_{\text{pois}} P_{e} = \sum_{i=1}^{4} P_{e}^{i} \rho_{i}^{o} P_{e}^{i} \sum_{qk} P_{e}^{i} \Gamma_{i q k} \phi_{q}^{i} P_{e}^{i}$$

$$+ \sum_{i=1}^{4} P_{e}^{i} \rho_{i}^{o} P_{e}^{i} \sum_{qk} P_{e}^{i} \Gamma_{i q k} \phi_{q}^{i} P_{e}^{i}. \quad (83)$$

We can now identify two contributions in Eq. (83). The first term couples the MBQ via the operator $\gamma_{e/o} = P_{e}^{i} \gamma_{e/o} P_{e}^{i}$ to a reservoir with an even number of quasiparticles, while the second term couples it via $\gamma_{e/o} = P_{e}^{i} \gamma_{e/o} P_{e}^{i}$ to a reservoir with odd quasiparticle number. Equation (83) allows us to directly apply the effective Lindbladian approximation introduced in Sec. II E. To that end, we define a jump operator for each of the two terms in Eq. (83).

$$L_{e/o} = \sum_{i} \sum_{mn} \langle m | \gamma_{e/o} n \rangle \sqrt{\rho_{i}^{o} (E_{m} - E_{m})} | m \rangle \langle n |, \quad (84a)$$

$$L_{o/e} = \sum_{i} \sum_{mn} \langle m | \gamma_{e/o} n \rangle \sqrt{\rho_{i}^{o} (E_{m} - E_{m})} | m \rangle \langle n |, \quad (84b)$$

where the two bath functions are given by

$$g_{ij}^{(i)}(t) = -\sum_{qk} \langle \Gamma_{ijk}(t) \Gamma_{ijk}(0) \rangle_{e/o} \phi_{q}(t) \phi_{q}(0). \quad (85)$$

The fermionic expectation value is here taken over quasiparticle distributions in the respective sector with even or odd total occupation number. The functions (85) have also been discussed in Refs. [36,68,101–104]. Note that in Eqs. (84a) and (84b) we have neglected coherent transport of quasiparticles between the ends of the topological superconductors. If coherent quasiparticle transfer between the wire ends is important, it can be included by creating jump operators from the square roots of the matrices $g_{ij}^{(i)}(\omega)$ [79].

As final step, we now use the fact that because of the coupling to incoherent quasiparticle reservoirs, the total even and odd ($p = \pm 1$) sectors of the MBQ have no quantum-coherent coupling. We can therefore write the dynamical equations for the MBQ reduced density matrices with even or odd parity, $\rho_{e/o}$, as

$$\dot{\rho}_{e} = (\dot{\rho}_{e})^{(0)} - \frac{i}{\hbar} \sum_{e/o} \left( L_{e/o}^{+} \rho_{e/o} + L_{e/o} \rho_{e/o}^{+} \right), \quad (86a)$$

$$\dot{\rho}_{o} = (\dot{\rho}_{o})^{(0)} - \frac{i}{\hbar} \sum_{e/o} \left( L_{e/o}^{+} \rho_{e/o} + L_{e/o} \rho_{e/o}^{+} \right), \quad (86b)$$

where $(\dot{\rho}_{e/o})^{(0)}$ is the time derivative in the absence of quasiparticle poisoning. Finally, we note that the coupling of the MBS sector to the quasiparticle reservoirs will also give rise to Hamiltonian corrections of the same form as the residual overlaps in Eq. (80).

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have developed a flexible theory for calculating the thermalization and dephasing rates for arbitrary quantum states of a Majorana box qubit tunnel-coupled to a quantum dot for parity readout. Our analysis shows that this parity-to-charge conversion process sensitively depends on the choice of the readout device connected to the dot charge. The latter can be thought of as a generic Markovian bosonic environment (heat bath), either in thermal equilibrium or operated under nonequilibrium conditions. Particular care has been taken to properly account for the decay of coherences among blocks with different fermion number parity $s = \pm 1$, where $s$ refers to the parity of the quantum dot together with the two tunnel-coupled Majorana states.

By employing a recently developed effective Lindbladian approximation, the resulting quantum master equation is by construction of Lindblad form, meaning that complete positivity of the density matrix is guaranteed during the entire time evolution. We have provided explicit results for decay rates when the environment consists of a generic thermal boson heat bath. An important special case is defined by the electromagnetic fluctuations in a macroscopic electric circuit connected to the Majorana qubit. In addition, we have examined the nonequilibrium environment corresponding to a Majorana parity readout via conductance measurements of a quantum point contact that is capacitively coupled to the dot. For all these examples, we have derived analytical expressions for decay rates, which in turn can be related to experimentally measurable quantities. By taking into account quasiparticle poisoning and Majorana overlap effects as sketched in Sec. IV, it stands to reason that this theoretical approach can allow for a realistic and powerful description of quantum decoherence in Majorana box qubits.

Note added. Recently, we were informed of a closely related independent manuscript by Steiner and von Oppen [105]. Their conclusions are consistent with our findings. Despite of the overlap between both works, they are largely complementary. While we employ the improved jump operators introduced in Refs. [77–79] and use them to investigate explicit models for the measurement apparatus, Ref. [105] focuses on the stochastic nature of quantum measurements and provides an in-depth analysis of the measurement current.
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APPENDIX A: BATH CORRELATOR FOR QPC DETECTOR

In this Appendix, we derive the bath autocorrelator $B_{\text{QPC}}(\omega)$ in Eq. (31) for a quantum point contact capacitively coupled to the dot-MQB system, see Fig. 4. We start from the
interaction Hamiltonian (23),
\[ H_I = \frac{2e^2}{C_m} \hat{\rho} n_d, \]  
(A1)
where \( \hat{\rho} = \psi \psi^\dagger \) is the electron density operator in a small (approximately pointlike) volume \( V \) centered around the longitudinal coordinate \( x = 0 \) along the QPC. Near this point, the capacitive coupling between the QPC charge density and the dot charge will be most pronounced. Here, \( \psi \) is the electron annihilation operator for QPC electrons in this volume, and \( C_m \) is the mutual dot-QPC capacitance per volume. The electron spin is accounted for by the factor 2 in Eq. (A1).

As concrete example, we model the QPC as a 1D fermion system connected to electron reservoirs on the left and right side, with chemical potentials \( \mu_L \) and \( \mu_R \), respectively. We assume that the capacitive interaction involves the QPC charge density at \( x = 0 \) only, see Eq. (A1). The QPC itself is modeled by a \( \delta \)-peak barrier of height \( V_0 \) per unit length. The corresponding contribution to the first-quantized Hamiltonian is \( V_{QPC} = V_0 \delta(x) \). We next express the local QPC fermion operator \( \psi \) as
\[ \psi = \sum_{\ell=L,R,k} \Psi_{\ell k}(x = 0) c_{\ell k}, \]  
(A2)
where the \( c_{\ell k} \) are fermionic annihilation operators corresponding to the single-particle QPC scattering states \( \Psi_{\ell k}(x) \) with wave number \( k \) originating from reservoir \( \ell = L, R \). For the 1D QPC model with a \( \delta \)-barrier, one finds [106]
\[ \Psi_{\ell=L,R,k}(x) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{L_0}} [e^{\pm ikx} + r_k e^{\mp ik'}] \Theta(\mp x) + r_k e^{\pm ik' \Theta(\pm x)}, \]  
\[ r_k = \frac{1}{1 + i \frac{m V_0}{k}}, \]  
(A3)
where \( L_0 \) is the QPC length, \( m \) the electron mass, and \( r_k \) and \( t_k \) are reflection and transmission amplitudes, respectively. The charge density at \( x = 0 \) follows as
\[ \hat{\rho} = \frac{1}{V} \sum_{\ell,L,R,k} \tau_{\ell k,\ell' k'} \psi_{\ell k}^\dagger \psi_{\ell' k'}, \]  
(A4)
where \( \tau_{\ell k,\ell' k'} \) quantifies the overlap between \( \psi_{\ell k} \) and \( \psi_{\ell' k'} \). For the 1D model with Eq. (A3), we obtain
\[ \tau_{\ell k,\ell' k'} = \frac{1}{2} (1 + r_k + t_k) (1 + r_{k'} + t_{k'}), \]  
(A5)
which is independent of the lead indices \( \ell, \ell' \). For calculating the bath correlation function, we next assume
\[ \langle c_{\ell k}^\dagger c_{\ell' k'} \rangle = \delta_{\ell \ell'} \delta_{kk'} n_{F,\ell}(\epsilon_{\ell k}), \]  
(A6)
with Fermi-Dirac distribution functions, \( n_{F,\ell}(\epsilon) = 1/(e^{\epsilon/(\mu_\ell - \mu_0)} + 1) \), and the single-particle eigenenergies, \( \epsilon_{\ell k} \), in the bath Hamiltonian \( H_B \), see Eq. (23). Equation (A6) effectively enforces the constraint that electrons thermalize before entering the QPC. We then have
\[ \langle \hat{\rho}(t) \rangle = \langle \hat{\rho} \rangle = \frac{1}{V} \sum_{\ell,k} \tau_{\ell k,\ell k} n_{F,\ell}(\epsilon_{\ell k}). \]  
(A7)
With the bath operator \( \varphi \) in Eq. (A7), we now observe that Eq. (A7) implies a time-independent linear moment,
\[ \langle \varphi(t) \rangle = \langle \varphi \rangle = E_{\text{ref}} \sum_{\ell,k} \tau_{\ell k,\ell k} n_{F,\ell}(\epsilon_{\ell k}). \]  
(A8)
Rewriting the interaction Hamiltonian as
\[ H_I = \sqrt{g} n_d(\varphi - \langle \varphi \rangle) + \sqrt{g} n_d(\varphi), \]  
(A9)
we observe that the linear moment in Eq. (A8) can be absorbed by a shift of the dot level energy \( \epsilon \),
\[ H_I \rightarrow \sqrt{g} n_d(\varphi - \langle \varphi \rangle), \quad \epsilon \rightarrow \epsilon - \sqrt{g} \langle \varphi \rangle, \]  
(A10)
see Eqs. (2) and (23). With respect to the redifined interaction Hamiltonian, the time-dependent bath autocorrelator in Eq. (12), \( B_{\text{QPC}}(t) \), which enters the effective Lindbladian approximation, can be evaluated by using \( c_{\ell k}(t) = e^{-i\epsilon_{\ell k} t} c_{\ell k} \) along with Wick’s theorem and Eq. (A6). The result is
\[ B_{\text{QPC}}(t) = E_{\text{ref}}^2 \sum_{\ell,k,k'} |\tau_{\ell k,\ell k'}|^2 e^{i(\epsilon_{\ell k} - \epsilon_{\ell k'}) t} \times n_{F,\ell}(\epsilon_{\ell k'}) [1 - n_{F,\ell}(\epsilon_{\ell k'})]. \]  
(A11)
We now introduce the coupling profile function \( \Gamma_{\ell\ell'}(\omega, \omega') \) as in Eq. (26), which for the 1D case with a \( \delta \)-barrier is given by
\[ \Gamma_{\ell\ell'}(\omega, \omega') = \frac{m}{2 \pi} |\mathcal{T}_{\ell\ell'}(\omega, \omega')|^2 \Theta(\omega)\Theta(\omega'), \]  
(A12)
where we use Eq. (A3) and \( \frac{1}{L} \sum_{\ell} (\cdots) \rightarrow \frac{1}{2 L} \int dk (\cdots) \). Identifying the general form (26) of \( \Gamma \) in Eq. (A11), we find
\[ B_{\text{QPC}}(t) = \sum_{\ell,k} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} d\omega d\omega' \Gamma(\omega, \omega') e^{i(\omega - \omega') t} \times n_{B}(\omega - \omega' - \mu_\ell + \mu_0) [n_{F,\ell}(\omega') - n_{F,\ell}(\omega)], \]  
(A13)
where we used the identity
\[ n_B(\xi)[1 - n_B(\xi)] = n_B(\xi - \xi') [n_B(\xi') - n_B(\xi)]. \]  
Changing variables in Eq. (A13) to \( \Omega = (\omega + \omega')/2 \) and \( \nu = \omega - \omega' \), shifting \( \Omega \) by \( \mu_{\ell\ell'} = (\mu_\ell + \mu_\ell')/2 \), and finally performing a Fourier transformation, we arrive at Eqs. (24) and (25).

Finally, we note that if we evaluate \( \Gamma_{\ell\ell'}(\Omega + \mu_{\ell\ell'}, -\frac{\nu}{2}, \Omega + \mu_{\ell\ell'} + \frac{\nu}{2}) \) with the coupling function Eq. (A12) for \( E_{\text{ref}} = \mu_0/2 \) with \( \mu_0 = (\mu_\ell + \mu_R)/2 \) and \( m V_0^2 < \mu_0 \) as well as \( 1/(m V_0^2) < \mu_0 \), we can qualitatively confirm the behavior of \( \Gamma_{\ell\ell'}(\Omega + \mu_{\ell\ell'}, -\frac{\nu}{2}, \Omega + \mu_{\ell\ell'} + \frac{\nu}{2}) \) assumed below Eq. (26) in order to arrive at the simplification in Eq. (28). For all involved integrals to converge, \( \Gamma \) is here assumed to decay sufficiently fast at large frequencies due to the finite electronic bandwidth in the leads.

**APPENDIX B: MATRIX FORM OF THE LIOUVILLIAN**

In this Appendix, we specify the full matrix form of the Liouvillian. For a generic environmental correlation function, \( B(\omega) \), using the energy eigenstates \( |p, s \rangle \) of the combined dot-plus-coupled-MBS system in Eq. (6) and the quantities \( \Delta_n \) in
Eq. (34), the jump operator takes the general form
\[
L = -\frac{\sqrt{B}}{2} \sum_{s=\pm} \left[ \epsilon \sqrt{B(0)}(\pm, s)(\mp, s) - |+s, s)(- +, s) \right] \\
+ \Delta_s \sqrt{B(-E_s)} |+, s)(-, s) \\
+ \Delta_s \sqrt{B(E_s)} |-, s)(+, s) 
\]
Using the basis in Eq. (49), the matrix form of the Liouvillian contains the blocks \( L \) with \( i = \pm, c \),
\[
L = \begin{pmatrix}
L_+ & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & L_c & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & L_c^* & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & L_-
\end{pmatrix},
\]
with the parity-diagonal blocks \((s = \pm)\),
\[
L_s = \begin{pmatrix}
-gA_s^+ & -g_{ms} & -g_{ms} & gA_s^- \\
-g_{ms}^+ & -g_{bs} + iE_s & gC_s & g_{ms} \\
-g_{ms}^+ & gC_s & g_{bs} - iE_s & g_{ms} \\
gA_s^+ & g_{ms} & g_{ms} & -gA_s^-
\end{pmatrix},
\]
and the matrix
\[
L_c = \begin{pmatrix}
L_c^{++} & L_c^{+-} \\
L_c^{*+} & L_c^{--}
\end{pmatrix}. 
\]
This matrix contains the following 2 \( \times \) 2 blocks:
\[
L_c^{+-} = \begin{pmatrix}
gq_+ & g\sqrt{A-A_s} \\
g\sqrt{A^+A_s^*} & gq_+
\end{pmatrix},
\]
\[
L_c^{--} = \begin{pmatrix}
\frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}(A_s^+ + A_s^-) + g\sqrt{B-E_s} & -g_{ms}^+ \\
\frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}(A_s^+ - A_s^-) + g\sqrt{B+E_s} & -g_{ms}^+
\end{pmatrix},
\]
\[
L_c^{*+} = \begin{pmatrix}
\frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}(A_s^+ + A_s^-) + g\sqrt{B-E_s} & -g_{ms}^+ \\
\frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}(A_s^+ - A_s^-) + g\sqrt{B+E_s} & -g_{ms}^+
\end{pmatrix},
\]
In the above expressions, we have used the quantities \( A_s^\pm \) and \( n_s^\pm \) in Eq. (54), and \( K^\pm \) and \( f^\pm \) in Eq. (57). Moreover, we define
\[
B_s = \frac{1}{8E_s^2} \left[ \Delta^2(B(E_s) + B(-E_s)) + 4e^2B(0) \right],
\]
\[
C_s = \frac{\Delta^2}{4E_s^2} \sqrt{B(E_s)B(-E_s)},
\]
as well as
\[
j_s^\pm = \pm \frac{\Delta}{8E_s^2E_s} \sqrt{B(0)} \sqrt{B(\pm E_s)} \sqrt{2E_s - E_s} \\
+ E_s \sqrt{B(\mp E_s)},
\]
\[
q_s^\pm = \pm \frac{\Delta}{8E_s^2E_s} \sqrt{B(0)} \sqrt{\mp B(\pm E_s)} \sqrt{2E_s + E_s} \\
+ E_s \sqrt{B(\mp E_s)}. 
\]
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